We theoretically investigate the dynamics and stability of a temporal cavity soliton (CS) excited inside a silicon-based microresonator that exhibits free-carrier generation as a results of two-photon absorption (TPA). The optical propagation of the CS is modelled through a mean field LugiatoLefever equation (LLE) coupled with an ordinary differential equation accounting for the generation of free carriers owing to TPA. The CS experiences several perturbations (like intrapulse Raman scattering (IRS), TPA, free-carrier absorption (FCA), free-carrier dispersion (FCD) etc.) during its round-trip evolution inside the cavity. We develop a full variational analysis based on Ritz optimization principle which is useful in deriving simple analytical expressions describing the dynamics of individual pulse parameters of the CS under perturbation. TPA and FCA limit the efficient comb generation and modify the stability condition of the CS. We determine the critical condition of stability modification due to TPA and derive closed form expressions of the saturated amplitude and width of stable CS. The CS experiences FCD which leads to a temporal acceleration resulting in spectral blue-shift. Exploiting the variational analysis we estimate these temporal and spectral shifts. We also include IRS in our perturbation theory and analytically estimate the frequency red-shifting. Finally we study the effect of pump-phase-modulation on stable CS. All our analytical results are found to be in good agreement with the numerical data obtained from the full solution of LLE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cavity solitons (CSs) are special type of dissipative solitons that persist in driven passive cavity systems, such as fiber ring cavities and monolithic microresonators, and are ideal candidates for optical frequency comb generation and all-optical buffers applications [1, 2] . Being a soliton, such stable structures do not spread or dissipate. The group velocity dispersion (GVD) is balanced by nonlinearity whereas, the losses are compensated by an external driving field [3] [4] [5] . The dynamics of a CS is governed by the mean-field Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) [6] which generally doesn't contain any higher-order dispersion or nonlinear terms. However the important effect that comes into picture for ultrashort pulses is the intrapulse Raman scattering (IRS) which causes the selffrequency red shift [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Hence in realistic systems, the CSs are not only influenced by higher-order GVD [5, 12] , but also by higher-order nonlinear effects in terms of IRS and self-steepening. Owing to its large nonlinearity and wide transparency, Silicon (Si) is highly advantageous as a photonic platform for integrated optical devices like microresonator [13] . However for Si based microresonator, the presence of two-photon absorption (TPA) is relevant in the wavelength range 0.8 µm < λ 0 < 2.2 µm [14, 15] , which causes free-carrier (FC) generation. Free carriers limit the efficiency of the device by introducing freecarrier absorption (FCA) and also change the refractive index through free-carrier dispersion (FCD) that results in a nonlinear cavity detuning [14, 16] . The stability of the CS is sensitive to operating parameters (like detuning, CW pump strength etc.) and modified under * ambaresh@phy.iitkgp.ernet.in † samudra.roy@phy.iitkgp.ac.in perturbations. We derive the modified stability condition of CS under the influence of TPA, FCA or IRS.
The perturbations mentioned here are mainly device oriented and we do not have much control over them. In order to investigate the role of various perturbation on a CS, we introduce a semi-analytical treatment based on Lagrangian analysis. Further we extend our analysis to understand the dynamics of CS when the driving field is phase-modulated [17] and find that no CS will exist beyond a critical value of the phase of the driven pump. We address each perturbation separately to study the stability of a perturbed CS persisting inside a nonlinear resonator. The study is based on the mean field steady-state CW bistability analysis [18] that leads to different regions for intracavity field [3] . The dynamics of perturbed CS is theoretically investigated by adopting Lagrange's variational technique [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] based on Ritz optimization where we assume an initial pulse shape having different parameters (i.e. amplitude, width, phase etc.) that evolves over a round-trip time. This analytical process leads to equations of motion of different pulse parameters in the form of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs). By decoupling the ODEs using suitable approximations, we deduce closed form expressions of the pulse parameters revealing interesting physics. The variational technique is a standard analytical method used both in conservative and dissipative systems. A Lagrangian density is introduced that includes the conservative parts where the dissipative terms are considered as perturbations. This method relies on the proper choice of the ansatz which retains its shape during propagation. The ansatz is well defined for Kerr solitons [24] . We can chose Pereira-Stenflo type solution as an ansatz for dissipative systems which is governed by complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (GLE) [25] . For nonlinear resonator, however, we do not have an exact mathematical expression of a temporal CS that forms over a CW background. Hence, we rely on the sech function as our trial ansatz for variational treatment which can predict the typical characteristics of a CS under perturbations with good accuracy and reveals interesting physics.
II. THEORY
The nonlinear passive cavity dynamics under the higher order nonlinear effects with intracavity field amplitude u(t, τ ) is modeled through a mean-field normalised LLE (a damped-driven nonlinear Schrödinger equation) [6-9, 14, 24, 26] which includes higher-order dispersion, selfsteepening, IRS, TPA and FC effects as,
where the FC effects are included through the rate equation for the normalized carrier density φ c [27] ,
with the following boundary condition φ c (t, −T R /2) = φ c (t + ∆t, +T R /2) (i.e., cumulative accumulation of FC density is considered over the round trips) [16] . The parameters used in Eq. (1) are rescaled and given in Table- I. In the absence of TPA (K = 0), higher-order dispersion (δ n>2 = 0), IRS (τ R = 0), self-steepening (τ sh = 0) and free carriers (φ c = 0), Eq. (1) reduces to the standard LLE, which excites stable CS [3, 28] .
Here we consider the GVD is negative (δ 2 = −1) and neglect all higher order dispersion terms (δ n>2 = 0) for simplicity. The standard split-step Fourier method [24] is used to solve this inhomogeneous nonlinear Schrödinger equation numerically by launching standard sech pulse in the anomalous dispersion domain. Note that, unlike conservative Kerr solitons (governed by NLSE) [24] or Pereira-Stenflo type dissipative solitons (governed by GLE) [25] , the CS does not have any well-defined mathematical structure hence we rely on the sech pulse shape as input for numerical simulation. 
III. VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS
,,
L, α and Θ are the cavity round-trip length, total cavity loss and coupling power transmission coefficient, respectively. The silicon nonlinear parameter γ = γR + iγI , with γR = 2πn2/ (λ0 A ef f ) and γI = βT P A/(2Aef f ), where n2 ≈ (4±1. to TPA (K = 0), IRS (τ R = 0), self-steepening (τ sh = 0) and free carriers (φ c = 0) are neglected. The important question is how these terms affect the dynamics of steady CS. One can study their impact by simply solving Eq. (1) numerically, but this approach lacks any physical insight. We treat the four terms as small perturbations and study their impact through a variational analysis. The Variational method has been used with success in the past for many pulse-propagation problems [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] where a suitable ansatz for the pulse shape is required. The technique is based on the assumption that the functional form of the pulse shape remains intact in presence of small perturbations but its parameters appearing in the ansatz (amplitude, width, position, phase, frequency etc.) may vary with propagation. In our case, the perturbation theory is developed by introducing the ansatz [7, 31] ,
where the five parameters E (pulse energy), η (inverse of temporal pulse width), τ p (temporal peak position), φ (phase) and Ω p (frequency peak position) are now assumed to evolve with slow time t. The actual CSs are the localised pulses sitting on top of a CW background. The ansatz we considered here, however, does not include any chirp and background. We compromise the chirp and background term because in presence of these two parameters, Eq. (A4) becomes non-integrable and it is difficult to deduce any closed form expressions which we aim for. However, the present form of the ansatz allows for the temporal and spectral shifts of CSs. The variational method results in the following set of five coupled (four ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and one self-consistent equation) equations (see APPENDIX):
These equations provide considerable physical insight since they show which perturbations affect a specific pulse parameter. For example, the Raman parameter τ R and FC parameter θ appear in the equation for the frequency shift Ω p and the terms containing them have opposite signs. This immediately shows that the IRS leads to a spectral red-shift of the CS, whereas FC effect counter balances this by imposing a blue-shift. The total energy E [Eq. (4)] of the CS is affected by linear, TPA and FCA losses which is compensated by the driving field (S) and eventually forms a steady state where dE/dt = 0. Exploiting the variational result we find that before achieving a steady value, E experiences a damped oscillation. The temporal shift of the CS is also affected by the free carriers and Raman scattering. These kind of physical insight is much valuable in interpreting the numerical results. In the following sections we investigate the effects of individual perturbation on the stability and dynamics of the CS. We also compare the analytical results based on variational treatment with the full numerical simulations of Eq. (1).
IV. IMPACT OF TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION ON CAVITY SOLITON A. Stability
In semiconductor based microresonators, the presence of TPA is relevant which modifies the stability criteria of the system and leads to a change in amplitude and pulse width of the CS. Using CW bistability analysis [18] we find that, for a given set of input parameters, there exists an upper limit of TPA coefficient (K c ) beyond which CS ceases to exist. This means, no CS will form for K > K c . In Fig. 1(a) we plot the output profile of the generated CS in presence (for K=0.04) and in absence (K=0) of TPA. The complete evolution of CS is captured in Fig. 1(b) where an initial oscillation is evident. Note that, in case of a standard Kerr soliton, the peak amplitude [A(z)] decays adiabatically due to TPA with an attenuation rate of (1 + 8KA(0) 2 z/3) −1/2 [32] . On the contrary, in the case of CS, the amplitude does not decay continuously but attains a stable value for K < K c . It is evident from Fig. 1 (a) that the peak amplitude of stable CS for K = 0 is reduced compared to the case when K = 0. Numerically it is found that, for the input parameters ∆ = 3 and X = |S| 2 = 3.5, there is a critical value of K = K c = 0.04, beyond which no CSs are formed. We try to understand this critical phenomenon by adopting CW bistability analysis. From Eq. (1) we obtain a cubic equation describing optical bistability (for TPA only) as,
where Y = |u s | 2 is the intracavity power and X = |S| 2 is the CW driving power. Now along with ∆, we have an additional parameter K which can control the bistability. In unperturbed case, the CS can persist outside the region of optical bistability (in X, Y space) [33] . We numerically confirm that, in presence of TPA the existence of CSs are limited within the bistability region. Depending upon the value of K, the bistability curve shifts in (X, Y ) space. The shifting of the bistability curve eventually limits the formation of CS. These modified bistability curves [Eq. (9) ] are illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and (d) for two different sets of parameter space, (∆, Y ) and (X, Y ) respectively, where the dashed portion of the bistability curves represent the unstable branch. From these plots it is clear that the region of existence of the CS is defined by the specific value of K < K c for a fixed X and ∆, where the vertical dashed lines touch the bistability curve (red line). The limiting value K c can be tuned by changing X and ∆. It is easy to show that, the threshold condition of normalized detuning ∆, which initiates the optical bistability at ∆ c = √ 3 [34, 35] , is modified in presence of TPA as ∆
. The modulation instability (MI) region of the CW bistability curve (which leads to CS solutions) [3] is shifted when we increase the value of the TPA coefficient K. Beyond K c , the CS ceases to exist from MI and this critical phenomenon is also reflected in the CS dynamics. −1 and (f) peak intensity |u0| 2 = Eη/2 over the round-trip time t for K = 0.03. Saturated peak intensity (g) and temporal pulse width (h) as a function of TPA coefficient. Eqs. (10) and (11) gives the closed form saturated peak intensity and temporal pulse width respectively.
B. Perturbative analysis
We adopt a semi-analytical variational technique to study the complex dynamics of perturbed CS under TPA. The treatment allows us to explore the problem with greater insights. In this process, we derive a set of coupled ODEs that predicts the change in amplitude and pulse width of CS under TPA. In Fig. 1(a) we plot the shape of CS obtained numerically by solving the LLE for K = 0 (blue dotted line) and K = 0.04 (grey dotted line). The corresponding variational ansatzs are also depicted in the same plot. It is observed that the peak amplitude of the input pulse initially experiences an oscillation that is damped down to a steady value to form a CS. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , (e) and (f). The variational results (solid lines) agree well with the numerical simulation (dashed lines). In absence of TPA, the saturated peak intensity of CS is given as, |u 0 | 2 sat ≈ π 2 S 2 /4. It is obvious that this saturated value will reduce in presence of TPA (K = 0). In Fig. 1(e) and (f) we plot the evolutions of temporal width and peak intensity of CS for nonvanishing K. The red dotted line indicates the results obtained from full numerical solution of LLE, whereas the blue solid line represents the variational outcome that we achieve by solving the set of coupled ODEs [Eq. (4)- (8)] for K = 0. During both calculations we have kept other perturbations zero. The coupled equations become more useful if we decouple them with proper approximations. We can obtain the saturated values of the intensity and temporal width under TPA (K < K c ) by approximating Eqs. (4) and (8), which takes the following form:
with A = 3πSK 2 + √ 8K 3 + 9π 2 S 2 K 4 . In Fig. 1(g )and (h) we demonstrate how the saturated intensity (|u 0 | 2 sat ) and pulse width (τ w sat ) depend on the TPA parameter K (< K c ). Note that, the variational results (solid line in plot (g)) disagree more for small values of K. The accuracy of variational treatment is largely depend on the proper choice of initial ansatz function. Actually, the results become more accurate when the ansatz fits well with the actual pulse shape. If we carefully study Fig. 1(a) we find that the proposed ansatz (solid line) agrees better with the actual pulse shape (dashed line) for larger K value. Hence it is expected that we get better agreement for relatively larger K which is indeed the case. The variational analysis [Eqs. (4) , (7) and (8)] can also determine the theoretical limit of ∆ max (= π 2 X/8) upto which the unperturbed CS can sustain [1] . In the presence of TPA the maximum detuning ∆ 
where B = K 3 +18∆ max K 4 +6 ∆ max K 7 (1 + 9∆ max K). For a given K(= 0.03) and an external power X(= 3.5), the maximum detuning comes out to be, ∆ (TPA) max = 3.36. For the same set of (K, X) we run our simulation and confirm that CS exist for the maximum value of detuning ∆ ≈ 3.4 which agrees closely with our theoretical prediction.
V. IMPACT OF FREE CARRIERS ON CAVITY SOLITON
A. Stability
The wide transparency and large material nonlinearity of Si make it an advantageous photonic component for integrated optical device like micro-cavity. However, in realistic Si-based microresonator, when pumped below 2.2 µm wavelength, TPA becomes dominant. It leads to the generation of free carriers in the form of electronhole pairs that introduces additional loss (FCA) and also change the refractive index through FCD. We take into account these effects in the LLE where the rate equation of FC is coupled to it [Eq. (1)]. The stability and dynamics of CS is expected to be affected by the FC perturbation. The full numerical simulation reveals that, the spatially accumulated FC density (φ c ) over multiple round trips modifies the stability condition. In order to grasp the role of free carriers on the stability of CS, we numerically solve the coupled LLE for ∆ = 3; X = |S| 2 = 3.5 and µ = 3.77. The accumulated FC density over the first round trip is calculated as, φ c = 0.06. The CS is found to be formed for this value of FC density. But the stable structure of CS is disrupted in the second round trip when FC density reaches to φ c = 0.20. The accumulation of the FC density over successive round trips is calculated through the boundary condition, φ c (t, −T R /2) = φ c (t + ∆t, +T R /2) [16] . Due to the accumulation of free carriers, the intracavity power Y = |u s | 2 relates the driving field X as,
Exploiting the cubic equation we can calculate the normalized critical detuning which initiates the optical bistability in the presence of free carriers as, ∆ and (X, Y ), we plot the bistability curve in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The dashed portion of the bistability curve gives the unstable region. From these plots it is evident that the accumulation of free carriers (φ c ) due to multiple round trip shifts the bistability curve that limits the generation of CS. We illustrate this phenomenon in Fig. 2(c) by plotting the evolution of the CS which we obtain by solving Eq.(1) for φ c = 0. In the inset we demonstrate how stable CS ceases to exist after few round trip with larger FC density.
B. Perturbative analysis
The influence of free carriers on the dynamics of CS can be understood if we solve the variational equations Eq. (4)- (8) containing only the FC term (θ = 0). FCA reduces the steady amplitude of the CS and the pulse energy E saturates to E sat (≈ η sat /4) ≈ √ 2 πS/ 1 + πµθS/2 √ 2 . The CS accelerates due to the FC induced index change and experiences frequency blue-shifting. The frequency blue-shifting due to FCD is approximately calculated as, Ω
. Note that, it is difficult to obtain a clear spectral shift Ω p of CS in the presence of FC through numerical simulation as the side-wing of the spectrum is destroyed. However, the temporal acceleration of CS, as a consequence of spectral blue-shift, is efficiently calculated by exploiting the variational results. The expression of the temporal shift is approximated as,
The temporal shift (τ p ) over slow time t is plotted in Fig. 2(d) , where the numerical data (solid dot) is in good agreement with the variational result (solid-blue line) that we obtain by solving the set of ODEs Eq. (4)- (8).
The analytical expression of temporal shift Eq. (14) is also depicted in the same plot through dotted-green line.
The closed form we derive in Eq. (14) is based on certain approximation and this approximation leads to a mismatch.
VI. IMPACT OF INTRAPULSE RAMAN SCATTERING ON CAVITY SOLITON
The stability of the unperturbed LLE is governed by the parameters ∆ and S [3] . IRS introduces an additional parameter τ R which influences the stability and limits the duration and bandwidth of temporal CS [9] . The CW bistability condition does not change due to the IRS and gives the identical Eq. (9) (with K = 0). In Fig. 3(a) we plot the CW bistability curve in (Y, ∆) parameter space which has the unstable region in between e and f (dashed portion). To illustrate how IRS affects the stability and existence of CSs, in Fig. 3(a) we plot |u| 2 max as a function of ∆ at fixed X = |S| 2 = 3.5. In order to get |u| 2 max , we numerically solve Eq. (1) (for IRS perturbation alone) in presence and absence of τ R and obtain two lines as depicted by a-b (τ R = 0) and c-d (τ R = 0.04). CSs exist for both the cases τ R = 0 and τ R = 0, when ∆ > ∆ ↑ , the up-switching point. The unstable CS under IRS is stabilised through an inverse Hopf bifurcation at ∆ H1 and sustained upto ∆ H2 and again becomes unstable [9] . With increasing ∆ the output intensity of perturbed CS reduces which compliments the variational results. The CS solutions under IRS cease to exist at a detuning ∆ max which is less than the theoretical limit of unperturbed detuning of π 2 X/8. The temporal and spectral evolutions of a perturbed CS are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively, for ∆ = 3 and X = 3.5. The spectrogram is also shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b) . IRS induces a temporal deceleration and spectral red-shift to the CS. The frequency shift eventually saturates to a steady value [7, 8] over the round-trip time.
B. Perturbative analysis
In this section we solve the coupled differential equations obtained by variational approach [Eqs. (4)- (8)] considering IRS as the only perturbation (τ R = 0) and compare the analytical predictions with the results obtained from full numerical simulations of Eq. (1). In Fig. 3(d) and (e) we plot the evolution of the peak power and temporal position of a CS perturbed under IRS. As shown in Fig. 3(d) the peak amplitude is stabilized followed by an initial oscillation. Interestingly the variational treatment (solid blue line) also captures this initial oscillations with good agreement (red dotted line). The linear temporal shifting τ p is also well predicted by the variation analysis as demonstrated in Fig. 3(e) . The analytical and numerical study reveal that the parameters |u 0 | (6), we can write the expression of the frequency that saturates as,
sat .
The saturated frequency down-shifting leads to a monotonous temporal shift of CS,
This equation shows that τ p varies linearly with slowtime t, which is evident in Fig. 3(e) . In the plot the reddotted line represents the delay (τ p ) of CS as a function of t, which we obtain by solving Eq. Controlled excitation of CS that persists in driven passive cavity systems, is found to be interesting in different applications [17] . The CS can be controlled by phasemodulated driving field. The selective writing and erasing of CS can be possible for such arrangement. Considering a complex phase of the driving field, the intracavity field amplitude u(t, τ ) is modeled [3, 6] as, where S(t) = S 0 exp[(−ρ + iσ)t], with ρ and σ are the pump depletion coefficient and the phase of the pump, respectively. Eq. (17) is solved numerically for sgn(β 2 ) = −1 and the solutions are plotted in Fig. 4(a) for ρ = 0.005. It is obvious that the loss due to the pump depletion affects the stability of the CS. It is easy to obtain the modified CW bistability curve as,
Eq. (18) illustrates the stability condition which depends on slow time t. In Fig. 4(b) , we plot Eq. (18) for ρ = 0.005 in (∆, Y ) parameter space for a fixed X = |S 0 | 2 = 3.5, where the dashed portion of the bistability curves give the unstable region. The CS ceases to exist beyond a critical t for a non-vanishing depletion coefficient (ρ = 0.005) as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This stability analysis is consistent with the numerical simulation [ Fig. 4(a) ], where we find for t > 35 the shape of CS is lost. The impact of σ on the dynamics of CS is not trivial and requires detailed study.
To grasp the effects of phase modulated external pump on the formation and stability of CS, we adopt the standard variational analysis (see APPENDIX), where the perturbation term contains the driving field S(t) and linear loss as: (u) = S(t) − u. Using the ansatz function
, we obtain a set of two coupled ordinary differential equations and one self-consistent equation describing the dynamics of a perturbed CS under pump phase-modulation as, 
In Fig. 4(c) , we plot the evolution of peak intensity obtained from full numerical simulation for several values of ρ and compare the results with variational data by solving the set of Eqs. (19) - (21) . The CS ceases to exist for a critical ρ which is appreciated by the sudden fall of the peak power. Note that, the maximum detuning upto which the perturbed CS can sustain is now time dependent and can be expressed as, ∆ max (t) = π 2 S 2 0 exp(−2ρt)/8. The evolution of peak intensity for different values of σ (with ρ = 0) and the variation of peak output intensity (|u 0 | 2 out ) as a function of σ are also shown in Fig. 4(d) and (e), respectively. It is found that, the steady amplitude of CS remains almost unaffected by σ upto a critical limit (σ c ). The CS does not evolve for σ > σ c . This σ c is not unique but depends on the set (∆, |S 0 | 2 ). We illustrate this result in Fig. 4(e) , where variational analysis accurately predicts σ c for three different sets of (∆, |S 0 |
2 ) values. We further examine that, for non-zero ρ, σ can limit the lifetime of CS as shown in Fig. 4(f) . The power decays faster over round trip for higher σ. The decay dynamics of peak power is again well predicted by variational analysis as shown by the solid lines. The variational results sustain upto the knee region of the curves, because after that region the ansatz collapses.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
By exploiting the standard variational technique, we study the dynamics of a perturbed CS excited inside a silicon based microresonator where free carriers are generated owing to TPA. The pulse evolution in such a system is governed by the coupled mean-field LLE containing additional terms like TPA, IRS, and FC generation. We treat these additional terms as small perturbations and execute the variational treatment by choosing standard sech pulse as an ansatz. The variational treatment provides a set of coupled equations describing the evolution of individual pulse parameters of CS under perturbation. We suitably approximate those equations to obtain the closed form expressions for steady amplitude, temporal and frequency shift etc. These closed form analytical expressions based on variational analysis are useful in understanding the underlying physics of complex CS dynamics under perturbation. For each perturbation we reformulate the stability condition of CS and derive explicit expressions of stability parameters. Mathematical expressions of maximum detuning, width and amplitude of the stable CS are derived. We solve the LLE numerically using split-step Fourier method and demonstrate that the variational results agree well with full simulations. Finally, we consider the phase modulated pumpfield and investigate its effect on cavity dynamics. We find that, for a given set of detuning and peak pump power, we may have a critical value of the phase of the pump beyond which no CS exists. In summary, our semianalytical treatment based on variational method provides significant insights in understanding the complex dynamics of dissipative CSs under various perturbations.
